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This title is awful. 
Really, Really, Really 
Bad PowerPoint Design 
Techniques
Research Paper Abstract
 In September of 2004, Bridgewater State College approved the proposal for a 
student notebook computer requirement for all full-time undergraduate students 
which was implemented with the incoming freshman class. 
 Little is known about the potential applications of notebook computers in the 
classroom and the effects of notebook computers on student learning.  The purpose 
of this study was to determine if freshmen college students who are using notebook 
computers for note-taking, in-class assignments, and post-class assignments in an 
English Writing I course would achieve significantly higher scores and an increase in 
writing quality than students who are not allowed to use notebooks within a similar 
English Writing I course.  
 Subjects within a treatment group that utilized notebook computers and a control 
group which did not utilize notebook computers had to complete four major writing 
assignments.  Upon completion of all assignments, statistical analysis was performed 
of all data, including final averages and the ascension of student grades over time.  It 
was hypothesized that students in the treatment group would not perform 
significantly better over time compared to the control group.  T-test analysis of 
gradebook data over time revealed that students did perform significantly better over 
time while performing note-taking, in-class assignments, and post-class assignments 
with the use of notebook computers. 
What is Microsoft PowerPoint 
2007?
 Presentation software that is part of the 
Microsoft Office suite
– You can create slideshow presentations, handouts, 
notes, web pages, and outlines
– Why am I telling you this verbatim?  It’s written right 
above!  
 Very easy to learn, but often misused
 Don’t overuse bullets to get across your points
– What did he say?
 I’m not sure.
– Something about overusing bullets.
 What’s wrong with a little hierarchy?
- Can anyone read this?
Slide Transitions
 Avoid slide animations like these
– Try something more subtle, like this:
 These transitions can be useful
 Don’t distract from your presentation 
Kermit the Frog’s Favorite Design
 This is giving me a headache
 Stay away from bright backgrounds and 
contrasting text colors
 Test your presentation on a projector
Know Your Audience





Someone turn up the contrast
OH: it’s always relevant when 
you use popular hip hop songs 
from 5 years ago
Someone needs a class on 
PowerPoint… Sound levels in 
videos … And being relevant to 
your audience.
blah blah blah out of business 
blah blah blah here watch a 
video
Did we go back in time 4 years? 
Knew all this already. 
Something new please!!




Larry Lessig: The Laws that Choke Creativity
Presentation Design Techniques
Dick Hardt: Identity 2.0
Notebooks in the Classroom at BSC
NERCOMP SIG at U-Mass Amherst
February 7, 2006
 Laptops allow you to take your office on 
the go
 Teaching and learning from anywhere
Art Professor Dan Cooney’s Blogging Project
 Classroom issues
Older desks are not well adapted for laptop 
use
Students with battery/power problems



















How often do you text each month?
A. Less than 10 times
B. 10-100
C. 100-1000
D. More than 1000
If your instructor recorded lectures and posted 
them on YouTube, would you still attend class?
A. Yes – I would still attend every class
B. Yes – but only every now and then
C. No – I’d stop attending and just show up 
for exams and other required in-class 
assignments
